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About This Game

Spells 'n' stuff is an online wizard arena-style VR-only shooter, for the HTC Vive. Become a wizard as you battle against your
friends, fire spells at each other and teleport using throwable potions!

Map list:

Wizard Table

The Library

Courtyard

The Throne Room

More coming soon!
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I've had a lot of fun playing this game and watching friends play it. Definitely recommended!. Great boardgame, but
implementation leaves a lot to be desired. Digitization could have been done a lot better - disappointing.. It's a very nice casual
game. Good for spending time and remembering how it is like to play a maze. Music is nice, can be a little boring but you can
turn it off. My only real complain are the controls: the ball moves fast, but just one press in the button makes it walk a
considerable distance and in difficult places you just keep jamming yourself in places you didn't wanna go.. Well, this is not a
review as the game doesn't load for me in yosemite and I see after reading the forum, that this is a common issue ?!
I don't know if I'm doing something wrong, but it would have been nice if that would have been solved before selling the game.
. Things have changed since i written this review so i will adapt my review to the changes:

- For the singleplayer-mode which is now available it seems like a really nice idea but things have to be edited client-wise.
Talking about the camera and mini-map. I like how the graphics look and how the game is designed, but the minimap mechanics
are not my style at all and its rather a bother to have it this way. I know that not every game has to be the same but honestly the
minimap of games like AOE or such alike is just very good and should be made alike those.

((Besides that the game looks enjoyable but its not a game i would play with my mates on a LAN-Party at this state. I really
would like to see more of this game because it really got potential and i hope its getting a "improved" WC3 or such, if thats fair
to say :'D))

- For the multiplayer-mode you can choose either Humans or Orcs sofar, no matter which you choose you will get to a window
where you then can choose either "Search lobby" to randomly connect to the people who search for a game, and you can create
or join a lobby (the lobby name gotta have atleast 5 characters in the name).

((Now the problem is, when clicking on search lobby, it says lobby created and searching for players... But the match just never
starts - i guess there are just no people searching for games sofar, so the game never starts))

-> I give this game a thumbs-up for the idea of it, <-
but at the same time a thumbs-down due to the very very early state it is in rightnow. Nice little sfi-sword-and-shield game!
Basically some spheres are flying towards you and you can either cut them with your sword or deflect them with your shield. It
has a good learning curve and gets harder in each level, but you can train your reflexes and then it leaves a nice satisfaction if
you master the next level. The most important point is to remember that you need to be fast, but you don't need force to cut the
spheres - it suffices to "touch" the spheres with the sword to cut them.
And I like the female voice with the dry type of humor!
It is well made, provides a good amount of fun and it's free so just try it out!
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Princess Loot Pixel Again is a very simple game - but that doesn't mean it isn't fun.

At it's core, it's a simple action/platformer game where the dungeon changes and your character resets every time you die, which
is often enough. Still, you lose so little, and the game is so short (maybe 20 minutes from start to a successful end), it doesn't
feel like you lose much.

One problem I have is that it feels like any playthrough is determined directly by the special items I find in the first few levels.
Sure, there's still skill involved and you could beat the game with none - but when your game starts with four special powers the
play is so much visibly easier than otherwise that it's almost not worth continuing if your first few levels don't have anything.

All in all, I liked it. I'm working on beating it with the last few characters, and it was totally worth the price.. Refuses to install
into my game. Apparently I paid for nothing.. Rating: 10/10
Who is this software recomended to: Gamin' youtubers.
Review=
Say hello to playclaw 5, the ultimate in game recording software.
With tons of options and no unstabability for almost any game, this
recording software is a must for any gaming youtuber. Are you
SERIOUS about making videos for peoples entertainment? Well,
if so, You need the best. Get playclaw 5 today.
. I heard that there is a pudding here
but it was stolen,
i'm gonna nep it back
and eat it!

I'm gonna rate this game 5/5
for the gameplay and story,
moeness and Pudding!.. Portal!yeah.... Great indie horror game!
First, my bias: the majority of indie horror games I play are off of itch.io/gamejolt, so I have a really low bar.

Story: It actually has one! I won't give any spoilers, but it wasn't exactly groundbreaking, but more than enough to keep me
interested to see it to the end as well as to justify the well made creepy house.

Atmosphere: Looks nice! Full of spooky sounds (I didn't even run into any cheap jumpscares. Some exist, but I didn't think they
were cheap). It's not the best looking graphically, but I'm not one to be caught up on that sort of thing.

Gameplay: Mostly fetch quests, but an interesting camera mechanic and variety of tasks to accomplish keeps things feeling
fresh.

Replayability: Decent replayability! A second time through you'll be able to unlock more achievements just from knowing when
things will happen, and there's 3 different endings to get which all do their own little thing to add to the lore.

Conclusion: It's cheap. Get it if you're into indie horror games and have a good 45 minutes to kill!

I made a Lumps Play. It's a let's play with pop-up comment bubbles. Forgive the self promotion and try it. Cheers!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6R-GXhZVuDI. Other games are available in this genre, doing a far better job. Not worth
it.. No words, really didn't expected so much. Really beautiful game with specific and interesting atmosphere, nice and
interesting story and way how you play it, also nice and interesting puzzles and some horror too.
In game I feel that developers love creating games and have things to tell, they create a "child" and not a regular gaming
program, big thanks for that.
For me it becomes one of the Favorite Indie projects, thanks to developers for so beautiful work.
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P.S. - Also sorry for my bad English.. This game is fantastic! But why is it fantastic?

The game's main gameplay involves you and your friends dodging pink obstacles. If you don't participate in head bobbing, you
will be sued. The game has a story mode with an easy mode enabled in settings, a challenge mode that's also online, a playlist to
choose your favorite levels, and party mode. All of these are fun additions. The story mode has an interactive world map, and a
story with some emotion. Challenge mode has you voting on levels and playing them with a boss at the end. The playlist also has
party mode which makes it impossible to die. Party mode is the mode of the undead. No way to die.

The music is absolutely amazing. We have tracks, some of which are very iconic like "Milky Ways" by Bossfight.

The design of the levels is synced perfectly to the music and is most of the time, very fair. The game has a little problem with
difficulty curve, Cheat Codes is one of the hardest levels, but it's in the middle. Termination Shock is 7 out of 25 levels but it is
incredibly difficult. Some of my favorite levels are, well, one of them contains spoilers, Cheat Codes, Long Live the New Fresh,
and Spectra.

The game does lack in replay value. You can unlock many levels with things like dashing a certain amount of times, beating a
certain amount of challenges, and getting 25000 BEAT POINTS!? These are not skill based. If you had a bot playing for you
online for a month straight, you would accomplish 2 out of 3 requirements that are listed.

You can also get ranks in levels by performing well. S rank is for no hits. A rank is for no deaths. B rank is for 1 death. C is for
you are a piece of garbage.

The game looks visually amazing even though it can be seizure inducing. Somehow, in levels, the game manages to make the
most expressive bosses, and the most intricate of levels with 1 color. ONE!

I think the game is worth $20 and deserves a solid 9.5\/10 with Cuphead.. This game if f....n awesome. I love what they do with
the music, at times it feels like you are in an interactive audio visualizer. You die a lot in this game, but you are thrown right
back in, and when you finally manage to cross that crazy section that seemed impossible, it feels great. In some ways, it's like A
Crow in Hell on steroids (it's a flash game where you also have to navigate narrow corridors and avoid all kinds of contraptions,
but the mechanics is a bit different). I like this game more, though.
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